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PETS AND ANIMALS

General

1. If you intend to bring a pet with you, or buy one whilst in Italy, you must notify DIO 

as some houses have contracts that expressly forbid them.

2. There are English speaking vets in Varese and your sponsor will be able to put you 

in touch with a pet-owner within the community who can provide local knowledge. 

Ones that are recommended are:

i. Centro Veterinario Varesino, Via Sanvito 103, 21100 Varese, Tel 0332 222 804 

ii. Clinica Veterinaria Castronno, Via Piave 1/C, 21040 Castronno, Tel 033893126

Importing Pets

Pet travel documentation for Europe and Northern Ireland after Brexit
• Your pet must be microchipped.
• Your pet must be vaccinated against rabies – your pet must be at least 12 weeks old before it 

can be vaccinated.
• Wait 21 days after the primary vaccination before travel.
• Visit your vet to get an AHC for your pet, no more than 10 days before travel to the EU or NI.

Speak to your vet (and/or consult www.gov.uk/defra) as there are necessary procedures 

concerning micro chipping and rabies vaccinations that will need to be completed well in 

advance of leaving the UK. Once in Italy, seek local veterinarian advice on rabies boosters, 

worming (especially heartworm as without immunization, this condition can be fatal, 

treatment involves administering a pill monthly) and tick treatment. If you wish to re-enter 

the UK with your dog, cat or ferret, you will need to ensure that its rabies vaccinations are 

up to date (according to UK rules, not Italian rules) and for dogs that they have had a vet-

administered worming treatment within a given timeframe, currently no less than 24 hrs. 

and no more than 120 hrs.

Insurance

Your personal/accident/household insurance company should provide 3rd party liability 

cover against the possibility of your pet causing damage or an accident, however, some 

have encountered difficulties insuring pets in Italy. One company, which does offer cover, is 

Agria, www.agriapet.co.uk However, please note, Agria will not insure dogs over 8 years 

old, but they are accustomed to dealing with the Armed Forces.

Pet Registration

Personnel who have come from the UK with a cat or dog will need to ensure that their pet is 

registered with their commune. Your Italian vet may offer to do this for you. If they are 

unable to do so, you will need to take a trip to the ATS Insubria Distretto Veterinario Varese 

Nord. Registering your cat or dog and receiving an Italian pet passport will cost you 

approximately 20EUR. They operate a walk in service so try to arrive by 09:00 or you may 

be in for a long wait! If you don’t speak Italian it is good idea to have Google Translate 

loaded on your phone.



Address:

Distretto Veterinario Varese Nord

Via Osoppo, 12

Varese

Tel: +39 0332 333681

veterinariavarese@ats-insubria.it

Kennels and Catteries

Below are some suggestions which are used by the UK Contingent:

1. https://www.facebook.com/dreamdogresortMarchirolo. Well worth the drive for 

excellent dog boarding facilities. Responds quickly on messenger.  Requires a worm 

test and an initial 2-hour assessment session before they will take new dogs.

2. Martina Ossolo at:  Bodio Tel. 347 1539 867 or www.dogsittervarese.it or Facebook at 

Dog Sitter Varese

3. Angelo Picoco at: Barrosa/Gavirate Tel: 348 7597 044 or Facebook at Stefania at:

Via Al Monti 30, Bisuschio, (Pogliana) Tel: 333 4994 560.

4. Gloria Trolli at Bodio Lomnago Tel:  331 6656 146 / trolli.gloria@alice.it

Dogs at Work

It is not permitted to bring pets into the headquarters without prior permission, and it is very 

rare for anyone to do so.  If an animal is seen on camp, the Carabineri (police) will most 

likely want to see the registration.
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